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ID Verification & Form Completion
Made Simple
With Acuant’s trusted ID verification and form filling software on Aila’s iPad-based Interactive Kiosk, enterprises
can deploy fast, accurate and secure customer registration and verification workflows. These user-friendly, scanbased solutions eliminate manual errors, improve customer experiences, and save time and money.
Aila’s TrueScan technology on the Interactive Kiosk adds
powerful scanning capabilities to the native camera on an
iPad, such as white-light illumination, a precision red-dot

INTELLIGENT DATA CAPTURE & AUTO-FILL
Acuant’s AcuFill software enables users to quickly and
accurately capture all forms of government ID or identity document and upload that information directly into a
CRM or database, automating the form-filling process with
greater accuracy and efficiency.
With the TrueScan technology on Aila’s Interactive Kiosk, ID
scanning, verification and auto-form filling are made easy.

aimer, and learning algorithms, ensuring seamless 1D/2D
barcode and ID scanning in any lighting environment.

ID VERIFICATION
Acuant’s AssureID software provides fast and secure ID
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verification for customers or associates. Using the industry’s largest database library and unparalleled document
forensic tests, AssureID is the most effective solution to
prevent identity theft and fraud.
With Aila’s Interactive Kiosk and TrueScan technology
users can scan a document such as a driver’s license or a
passport to begin ID verification. The touchscreen interface guides the user through the process, and an optional ID tray attachment makes it easy to capture perfect
scans and images.
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“115 MILLION
Aila + Acuant provide solutions for a leading medical
diagnostic company that has over

patient interactions per year”

Solving Check-in for the World’s
Leading Enterprises
Leading medical diagnostics and retail companies trust
Aila + Acuant to improve the check-in experience for customers and patients and dramatically increasing operational efficiency through streamlined, secure processes at

“

Self-service technology saves 6-12
MINUTES of staff time per visit”
REDUCE RISK, INCREASE REVENUE

thousands of locations across all 50 states.

•	
Quickly and accurately identify fraudulent ID to
protect your business

How it works

•	
Automate and streamline workflows to increase
operational efficiency

ENGAGE
Enrich the check-in experience with Aila’s Interactive Kiosk: show appointment times, offer directions, and more.
SCAN
Capture front and back of ID cards with Aila’s fast and

SIGN UP
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AGE VERIFICATION

ID VERIFICATION

intuitive TrueScan technology.
VERIFY
Acuant’s AssureID verifies identity in seconds with 50+ forensic and biometric tests, including through the front-facing camera on the Interactive Kiosk.

Scan here to
WATCH a demo

DISCOVER Acuant’s identity verification

LEARN MORE about Aila’s seamless enterprise

solutions at acuantcorp.com

technology platform at ailatech.com

